
 Joe2 

Colt and Slip were recruiting, new members into their "M.P.C. crew" since last summer .Bom5. Bane. 

Cid, and Sarge 34 who is the infamous Cap1 are some of the new names I remember. Cap and I are 

friends to this day. We never had beef, so don't take this wrong. But man, did he instigate a shit storm 

back then! He insanely thought of himself as "king", and acted like he was the only person with "a right 

to write”. He took all the fun out of writing for me, because he would even destroy my shit.  

 The problem was that Cap {and all his younger guy filled "army"} were they indiscriminately started 

making enemies of everyone. And he was doing it in the name of "MPC". The co-creator of MPC Slip-3 

was not down with Cap-1s antics. This led to the word being spread that "Cap was looking for Slip". 

Why? "Because Cap said he was going to fuck him up". 

 One cool overcast day at summers end, I found myself on Bronx Park east. Sitting on a park bench with 

me was Slip-3. I lived across the street, and Slip was waiting for the 13 bus to Parkchester. We were 

bullshitting, when i noticed Slips' face go slack and his body stiffens. Cap-1, all 6'4" of him, was walking 

down Lydig Avenue towards us. Slip didn't want to fight Cap, but Slip wouldn't back down from it either. 

Slip locked eyes with Cap while he was still across the street from us. Slip stood up, took off his jacket, 

hopped over the low park fence, and fists clenched, backed slowly to the center of the grassy field 

behind the bench where we were sitting, eyes still locked on the advancing Cap. 

 To Cap, who was crossing the street towards us at this time, Slips' silent message was clear: "right here, 

right now, I’m ready to fight you, you shit-talking sonuvabitch!"  

 Cap slowed his pace, reached our side of the sidewalk, and then......sat down on the bench next to me, 

his back to slip, and made small talk. He acted like Slip was invisible. It was apparent to anyone watching 

that cap had just "punked out". Slip stayed in the grass, ready to "go", until Cap boarded the 13 bus that 

he was there waiting for. 

Slip came back to the bench and put on his jacket.  Humble as ever, he didn't even talk about what had 

just transpired. 


